Dear colleagues,

We, as TU Dresden, consider ourselves one big campus family, united in research, teaching, studies and the administration. And the character of a closely-knit family is put to the test during difficult times.

Amongst our student family members quite a few have found themselves in dire straits due to the corona crisis. In order to help them, the Society of Friends and Supporters has set up the “Students in Need” relief fund and is calling for donations. There is a great demand as within the first week, we already received more than 50 applications from TUD students who have run into severe financial difficulties due to the loss of their student jobs. This situation has put their studies at risk. This is not a question of indulgence, but rather whether they can still afford their rent. The applications received pertain to a variety of problems. These range from students stranded in their home country, whose costs continue to be incurred in Dresden, to students without adequate childcare, to necessary purchases of equipment enabling them to participate in virtual classes or to secure their livelihood.

Currently, 18,000 EUR have been donated to the relief fund set up by our Society of Friends and Supporters (GFF).

On behalf of our students, we would like to express our sincere gratitude to all who have already made a donation!

The GFF relief fund is one possibility for social action in these trying times.

We are an excellent university. Let us manifest our TUD spirit in this crisis.

Every Euro counts! Every EURO even counts twice, since we at the GFF will match every donation we receive. Help us to help!

Society of Friends and Supporters of TU Dresden e.V.

IBAN: DE37 8508 0000 0468 0674 00
BIC: DRESDEFF850
Reference: TUD - Students - Corona

Should you need a donation receipt, please send us an e-mail with your postal address to gff@mailbox.tu-dresden.de

Thank you for every single donation and for your support!

You can find the current amount of donations received and selected examples donations for this campaign on our website.

Best regards

Prof. Dr.-Ing. habil. DEng/Auckland
Hans Müller-Steinhagen
Rector of TU Dresden
Vice President of GFF TUD Dresden e.V.

Dr. Undine Krätzig
Director of Student Affairs and Continuing Education
Managing Director of GFF TU Dresden e.V.
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